Glazing Materials
Available in:
Glazing Type

Full Sheet 1220 x 915mm
Half Sheet 915 x 610mm
2

Price for
Full Sheet

Price For
Half Sheet

Price per m
cut to size

£10.43

£5.22

(21034)
£20.00 /m2

A picture framing glass which is acid etched to give a non glare,
diffused finish. Not suitable for deep box framing or multi
layered mounts over 3mm.

£19.00

£10.43

(25006)
£35.00 /m2

Characteristics

Clear Float Glass
(21002)
Non Reflective
Glass
(25001)
Clear Acrylic
(44010)

Basic smooth float glass, ideal for low cost glazing.

This clear, ‘Plastic Glass’ is ideal for glazing pictures. It is light
weight, and durable, can be cut with a craft knife or Fletcher
Score mate. Supplied with protective, peel off film.

£10.21

£5.57

(44012)
£20.00 /m2

Non Reflective
Acrylic
(44011)
Low Reflection
Invisible
(22002)

This Non Reflective ‘Plastic Glass’ is ideal for glazing pictures. It
is light weight, and durable, can be cut with a craft knife or
Fletcher Score mate. Supplied with protective, peel off film.

£10.96

£5.57

(44013)
£22.00 /m2

Low Reflection Invisible framing glass is chemically etched to
scatter light as it strikes the glass. This subtle treatment allows
a clear view of the framed work without distortion - for a sharp
clear image.

£60.00

n/a

(22015)
£109.00/m2

UV plain
(2.5mm)
(23004)

UV plain is an ideal choice for framing original art, limited prints
and other valued works of art. It has UV filtration to protect the
pigments and fibres of the framed work. Additionally the glass
is more neutral in tone. A full technical
description is available on request.

£37.61

n/a

(23008)
£75.00/m2

UV Non
Reflective
(2.5mm)
(23006)
UV Low
Reflection
Invisible
(2.5mm)
(24 009)

UV Non Reflective has the same characteristics as Conservation
Clear but with the addition of an anti reflective treatment to
reduce glare. A full technical description is available on request.

£73.60

n/a

(23009)
£100.00/m2

£197.00

n/a

(24013)
£250.00/m2

For the most precious artwork or family heirlooms, UV Low
Reflection Invisible glass is the highest quality anti-reflective
picture framing glass available in the industry. Tru Vue's
proprietary manufacturing process, called magnetron
sputtering, is adhered to an
Extra Clear lower iron substrate to produce an ultra protective
nearly invisible glass. It protects against harmful light rays and
has the highest light transmission along with the lowest
reflection rating of any glass product. The result is consistent ,
durable quality and the most attractive display for artwork.

All Prices Quoted are exclusive of VAT.
Discounts are available for orders of 5+ sheets,
5-9 less 10%, 10-19 sheets less 25% and 20+ sheets less 30%

